
Dear Climate Worriers Orgs in each nation and UN. 2015/6/3

Now climate meeting is holding in Germany,then I wish you could deriver this information to them.

You never could be saved by IPCC’s temperature projection,but toward Hell.
Do you know the deadly reality of IPCC projection on global temperature which will not

once again return to safety level temperature of about at now< APPENDIX-1&2>.

That is,so long as you would be following the miserable IPCC threatened strongly by

EXXON-MOBIL the imperial Rockefeller.,you would have been toward climate hell world
with nothing salvation !!!
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

Your organization should emergently call author to the testimony and collaboration toward

setting emergent project teams.

Time by 6 months could accomplish full report for correcting the former opinions on climate
policy.If you would have failed in the imminent COP21 in Paris,our planet would be nothing
salvation !!!.Above all,your org has decisive ability of judging on scientifical fact,who must

owe the deadly responsibility.Following are entirely not authors opinion, but deadly facts.

(1)Emergent more than 80%CO2 cut.
See below APPENDIX-1&2.:

At a glance,you may consider it absolutely impossible,but it could be possible.At first you

should remind the old days without massive oil consuming.On the other hand,wind and solar

<non carbon>power could rapidly grow powerful by CO2cut policy-itself.
*Author has been trying about 80%cut life by 500W solar generator and 800W solar water heater.However solar is weak

in cloudy days.So average power may be about half.What was authors original profession ?.Unless interferences,he

could have done 100%cut.There has been an insidious org who has been interfering on disclosing the realizability.

(2)Emergent starting Arctic Cooling Geoengineering
to intercept Methane Catastrophe

http://www.ameg.me/

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/

http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-intercepting-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf

*This is the emergent and decisive problem,as for which author himself could refer only some theoretical

aspect.Above all,the world must emergently be awaken the planetary emergency !!!.



(3)By "GLOBAL SOLIDARITY" against the brutal militarism USA,
intercept the international false flag wars by them, which has been influencing global stability

and heading toward world warⅢ the operation End Game.
http://www.777true.net/Global-Politics-Matrix-could-predict-coming-future-world.pdf
http://www.777true.net/It-is-us-who-are-on-the-GermanWings-Airbus-A320-whose-door-is-firmly-locked.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

APPENDIX-1:About on more than 80%CO2 cut the reference data:
[５]：IPCC has nothing simulation on temperature recovering to now state。
http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf

Also this is fatal.By temperature rising only ,it is too evident that globe becomes full

disastrous toward extinction.

IPCC Temperature Prediction with emission scenarios

http://www.skepticalscience.com/ipcc-overestimate-global-warming.htm
http://www.skepticalscience.com/iea-co2-emissions-update-2010.html

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
http://www.skepticalscience.com/iea-co2-emissions-update-2010.html


(P1)：The Reason of more than 80% CO2 reduction<also see p13,14/14>.

http://www.777true.net/This-is-the-most-emergent-problem-of-to-live_or-not-to-live.pdf

By about 60 years long tough life, we could accomplishgrory future for the next
generations !!!.

The reliability of simulation was proved by recovering the record of 1850～2010

http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Definition-on-Radiative-Forcing.pdf

⑴0ur conclusion is due to zero dimensional model far simple than IPCC,s.
However the reliability could be seen as 0.85℃ rise(1850~2010) record is almost

reconstructed.

http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v3/

http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf


APPENDIX-2:more than 80%CO2 cut the livelihood.
See following web pages.

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf

Those could not be sufficient by authors small ability,but by the great global ability.
Certainly the problem is outrageously too big, though coming hell is more outrageously too

big！!,.People could do best once they accepted fact !!!.Trust and Bet it !!!!!

APPENDIX-3:About on the deadly facts＝(1),(2),(3).
As you instantly see,the deadly facts＝any of (1),(2),(3) may be extremely difficult to

implement !!!.but not impossible to realize. Unless the realizations,which means our

extinction !!!.Certainly our situation at now is defeating by 99.9% probability.However there

still would be 0.1% winning probability.Therefore,it is decisively imminent to make global

solidarity against the difficulty.Author himself had faced many difficulties in the past,however

he could manage those by anyhow with an optimism.A lucky might be caused by following
to heavenly will ??!!An unlucky might be caused by disobedient to heavenly will ??!!

It was entirely small private experiences,then once we could have gotten global solidarity,

we could concentrate the Great Global Abilities toward the
problems (1),(2),(3) !!!.
This is nothing, but destined our emergent mission !!!

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf


APPENDIX-4:the climate policy summary.


